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Coming soon from CreativeEdgePublishing: Twisted Threads by
Kaylin McFarren
Book 4 in the Threads series
A family becomes an assassin's target after a crime lord's sister is brutally
murdered in Kaylin McFarren's latest erotic, psychological thriller, Twisted
Threads.
Akira Hamada, a beautiful Japanese geisha, failed at killing Kaito Mitsui two
years ago - the same yakuza gang leader who destroyed her lover and forced her
to become an assassin. Now, with his sister's murderer traveling to the Caribbean
on a cruise ship, Akira has ten days at sea to identify her target and complete her
assignment as her penance, or face her own death.
Devon Lyons, unaware that his aunt and uncle could be singled out and
murdered, brings Akira into their lives. In searching for evidence to justify
Mitsui's revenge, she soon discovers that no one is who they seem to be. All the
while, Devon is drawn into the mystery of mounting deaths on board the ship,
putting his own life at risk.
With killers on the loose and no avenue for escape, tension is ratcheted to a breaking point, forcing everyone to
choose between love and loyalty - or deeply held honor - in order to survive.
Book 3 in the Threads series
While enjoying a much-earned vacation in England, Rachel Lyons and Chase Cohen are
introduced to a secret mystical society by her jet-setting uncle and shortly after, a
collection of priceless Morris Graves' paintings turns up missing. Drawn into the mystery,
the lovers and their salvage crewmembers take up residence at the Lyons' stately manor.
However, acquiring the cooperation of locals and the Fraternal Brotherhood seems
improvable, convincing Rachel to end their involvement - until she discovers the secret
her uncle has been harboring for years…

Book 2 in the Threads series
Rachel Lyons and her partner Chase Cohen accept a contract to recover a lost priceless
treasure in the Sea of Japan. However, upon arriving in Tokyo, they soon discover their
mission is more complicated and dangerous than they originally believed. In order to
prevent a natural disaster from striking Japan and killing millions, they must form an
alliance with yakuza members, dive into shark-infested waters and recover three ancient
cursed swords before time runs out.

Book 1 in the Threads series
Believing herself responsible for her father's fatal diving accident, Rachel Lyons has
withdrawn from the world and assumed a safe position at a foundation office. When called
upon by a museum director to assist her former love interest with the recovery of a cursed
relic from a sunken Chinese merchant ship, she has no intention of cooperating - until her
brother is kidnapped by a drug-dealing gangster. In order to save him and gain control over
her own life, Rachel must not only overcome her greatest fears, but also relive the
circumstances that lead to her father's death.

About the author:
Kaylin McFarren (Linda Yoshida) is a rare bird indeed. Not a migratory sort, she prefers to hug the West Coast
and keep family within visiting range. Although she has virtually been around the world, she was born in
California, relocated with her family to Washington, and nested with her husband in Oregon. In addition to
playing an active role in his business endeavors, she has been involved in all aspects of their three daughters'
lives - taxi duties, cheerleading coaching, script rehearsals, and relationship counseling, to name but a few. Now
she enjoys spending undisciplined time with her two young grandsons and hopes to have many more.
Although Kaylin wasn't born with a pen in hand like so many of her talented fellow authors, she has been
actively involved in both business and personal writing projects for many years. As the director of a fine art
gallery, she assisted in furthering the careers of numerous visual artists who under her guidance gained
recognition through promotional opportunities and in national publications. Eager to spread her own creative
wings, she has since steered her energy toward writing novels. As a result, she has earned more than a dozen
literary awards and was a 2008 finalist in the prestigious RWA® Golden Heart contest.
Kaylin is a member of RWA, Rose City Romance Writers, and Willamette Writers. She received her AA in
Literature at Highline Community College, which originally sparked her passion for writing. In her free time,
she also enjoys giving back to the community through participation and support of various charitable and
educational organizations in the Pacific Northwest.
Website: http://kaylinmcfarren.com
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